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Your solution offering is the 
pathway to growth, but how 
do you know if you stack up?

themselves. Roughly 41 percent of large employers plan to use cost-management tactics to reduce projected
health plan cost increases, as of November 2019. *this statistic is expected to rise. All of these factors lead down
the same path: solutions.

Now more than ever, it is vital to ask the questions, “Do we have solutions in place to address these critical client
needs?” and “Do our clients and brokers know what solutions we have or are building to address their pain
points?”. While providing effective pricing with each of your pharmacy bids is a top priority, having solid solutions
and innovation allows you to continually support your client’s top needs and reduces the likelihood of them
looking elsewhere. What historically had been a non-consideration strategy for a group may very well be an
opportunity worth evaluating now.

By continually evolving your pharmacy cost-savings opportunities you’re not only providing clients and prospects
a desirable financial offer, but also helping them reach optimal member outcomes throughout the life of their
contract with you. Competitive financials + solid, innovative solutions + demonstrated results = empowered
clients effectively managing their trend year-over-year with you as their trusted guide.

A regular product assessment layered with market insight is an effective way to evaluate, develop, and organize
solutions to ensure you are always putting forth a competitive offering to address market needs. That’s why we
have created the Market Development Solution Assessment which goes beyond assessing your current
offerings; it allows you to:

While the pandemic changed our lives in so 
many ways, it also exacerbated certain 
areas, one of those being healthcare costs 
and the need for plan sponsors to find cost 
savings from their benefits. Once focused 
on rich benefits to attract and retain talent, 
in a market with all-time low unemployment 
rates, employers will now be looking for cost 
saving levers in response to these 
increasing healthcare costs. We are also 
seeing a shift from the single vendor model 
to multiple carve-outs and direct 
contracting. No longer are health plans only 
competing against other health plans, but 
they are also competing with point-solution 
vendors and the healthcare providers
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• Identify gaps, insights and top priorities based on what your competitors are offering
• Provide leverage to engage your organization for product development
• Be a driver of sales knowledge by providing a framework for training
• Create a roadmap to ensure each of your bids and RFP responses are market competitive
• Build a framework that drives new, interesting, and proactive conversations with groups,

prospects, and brokers
• Create a group-specific roadmap to assist with group planning three years out
• Evaluate the ability to create value from a margin and guarantee perspective
• Further develop reporting and proof points that demonstrates your ongoing value
• Develop a growth strategy guide to show how your plan performs in crucial solution areas

compared to the market

A solution assessment is an ongoing process and should be part of your core business practices to
remain market competitive. The Market Development Solution Assessment was introduced in 2018
and has been a tool used by many health plans to prioritize pharmacy solutions. The 2021 assessment
has a new design, includes the latest market solutions, summarizes opportunities, and highlights insights
to assist with your product portfolio evaluation. Your Market Development Director is happy to schedule
time with your plan to walk through the assessment, identify your opportunities, and help you prioritize
your next steps.
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